
The ultimate Time Series labeling and annotation 
management software.

Labeling is key for better results in  Machine Learning

Time Series labeling is difficult and 
complex 

With increasing connectivity and number 
of sensors, the amount of data collected 
by companies has exploded. 

Without the right tools, the labeling 
process becomes too hard and time 
consuming. Time that companies can not 
afford to spend loosely. 

Exploding volumes of data

Time Series labeling often requires the 
knowledge of the expert. The experts 
are often not the ones working on the 
Machine Learning problems. 

This brings an extra layer of complexity 
to the labeling operations as it requires 
the involvement of different teams. 

Upalgo Labeling is the easiest way to manage the labels and 
annotations of your Time Series Data.

Reframing the Machine Learning problem as a supervised learning problem requires 
quality labeled data. 
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Upalgo Labeling is intuitive
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AI assisted labeling

Upalgo Labeling browses through your data 
and proposes labels that only requires a 
click to confirm or discard. This eases 
immensely the process of labeling.

“We chose to work with Ezako because they are a 
dynamic team. We are very satisfied with their 

responsiveness and the quality of the delivered work. 
We highly recommend them.”

Lionel - Product Marketing Director
SoftAtHome / Group Orange

Let them tell you

“We have worked with Ezako on our problems in a 
Big Data context. The results we have obtained 

with their AI and Upalgo have excelled our 
expectations.”

Denis - Production Director
Safran

Upalgo Labeling was created to ease the 
process of labeling time series data. 

A few buttons enable the management of 
the labeling and tagging process. 

Confirming and discarding the 
label propositions

Designed for Time Series Data 

Upalgo has an interface that enables easy 
navigation through your time series data, 
even in a multivariate environment.

Conflict management

Data quality is key for good ML. If your data 
happens to be wrongly labeled. Upalgo can 
identify the conflicting labels and alert you. 

You can also easily tag false and true 
positives. 

Label spreading

Once you are done with a few labels, 
Upalgo will spread them through the 
entire data set, increasing by 4 times your 
efficiency. 
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